It’s so simple,
a schoolgirl can explain it.
Let’s start with the physics.
Greenhouse gases keep the earth
warm. Add more greenhouse
gases and we make
the earth warmer.

You’re
with me so
far.

actually, I
do have an email from
the Flat Earth society
objecting to this.

They don’t agree,
and furthermore they can
prove that black
is white...

and check
out the maths. it’s
not difficult.

If

we can
spew out, at the most
another 250 billion tons of
carbon. Total. Exceed that, and we
won’t have a decent chance* of avoiding
runaway climate change*, (where
temperature rises spiral out of
control.)

890 Gt of CO2 is

burned at the current
rate of

36.3 Gt per

SO WE
ARE GOING TO
HAVE TO LEAVE THREEQUARTERS OF OUR KNOWN OIL,
GAS AND COAL RESERVES
IN THE GROUND*.

year then that equals
only

17

more years

of fossil fuel use.

quick!
Let’s agree to do
this. It’s in everyone’s
best interests.
Simple Huh?

You’re with
me so far.
uh, ok.

* Decent chance = 75% chance. Runaway climate change = 2o C of warming over pre-industrial times.
Sources: ‘Warming caused by cumulative carbon emissions towards the trillionth tonne’ Myles R.
Allen et al. Oxford University. Nature 458, 1163-1166 (30 April 2009). ‘Greenhouse-gas emission
targets for limiting global warming to 2 °C’ Malte Meinshausen et al. Potsdam Institute for Climate
Impact Research. Nature 458, 1158-1162 (30 April 2009)

now for the
chemistry. we are
currently pumping out
more than 50 billion
tons of greenhouse
gases every year, and
that figure is going
up, not down.

Oh no no no!
Not so fast!
Leave
this to me.
I'm the expert in
greenhouse gas
emissions, after all,
I represent the
companies that
produce
them.

if we
carry on like this
we’ll end up with a range
of future scenarios, as
illstrated by these four
horsemen!

Market forces
will save us!

I have just
the solution...
*Weight for all gases expressed as CO2 equivalent and including emissions from deforestation.

the comic book ‘funny WEather: everthing you didn’t want to know about climate
change but probably should find out’ by kate evans explains this in more detail.

fart

Emissions cuts
must be cost-effective!

...and it's very,
very complicated.

put strict limits
on fossil fuel use,
and social change
will follow.

WELCOME TO THE CARBON SUPERMARKET!

...Look!
He’s met Ray there.
ray made big emissions cuts
by going nuclear.

ray
sells
bud some
spare emissions
permits and bud
can use them for
his dirty coal-fired
power stations.
together they’ve
found the most
cost-effective
solution.
capitalist
efficiency in
action. (sigh)

here’s bud,
a big, fat energy-burning
corporation. Wanna control
Climate change? you’ll
need to control him.

hey. These firms
have made $trillions
from burning fossil fuels.
how come you’re giving
them emissions permits
for free?
we’ll
issue him
with emissions
permits, but we
won’t give him
quite enough
to cover his
needs.

Now he could
just reduce his
emissions, but that
might be expensive
for him.
Here at
the carbon
supermarket
he can shop
around to find
another way
to meet his
target.

because I am.

but you could
sell them. And use the
money to help poorer
people adapt to
climate change.

whose
side do you
think I’m on
here?
and now these
companies have their permits,
they have a right to keep on
producing pollution.

Hang on.
Did you just
privatise
the air?

So the idea is
that corporations
only get a limited
number of permits,
and every year you
take some
away.

you’ll
have to be
strict though.
politicians want
extra permits for
their national
industries...

come
come now.
this is a british
firm. more
permits.

How are you going
to stop this system messing
up like E.T.S. did? i mean, How will
you work out how much
CO2 a firm emits?

We'll ask them.

Sure,
reduce the
permits by 80%
by 2050 and
of course
greenhouse gas
emissions will
fall the same
amount.

...And if the
corporations, er,
exaggerate their greenhouse
gas emissions, they know
they’ll get more permits
to play with.

And how will
you tell how much
C02 they save?

They
tell us.

Here, let me
give you a funny
handshake.

that’ll
do nicely.

Relax.
My scheme is
working.

and no-one
will lie about
any of that.
fine.

Mike here has switched
his coal-fired power stations
to gas, a more efficient fuel.
Bud gives him some cash for his
permits, and there's a net C02
saving. See?

Oh no old
chap. I emit a
massive amount.
I’ll need far
more than
that.

but look at
the European
Trading scheme,
one of the first
carbon supermarkets.

when it opened, it
issued way too many permits.
no firms made any emiissions
cuts because they had all the
permits they needed.

you already tried
this carbon market thing
and it didn’t work.

Yeah, I see.
The scheme works
if all the companies
involved burn
fossil fuels...
...But, look
what else Bud
can buy to get
carbon credits...

So rich Western
corporations are really
here to browse for bargain
carbon cuts from the
Majority world.

Afforestation
projects. He's
paying for a new coalfired power station
by planting trees
in South
America.

yessir, ah’ll
replace those unprofitable
indigenous populations with
cheap, carbon-friendly tree
plantations. yeeha!

Lovely cheap carbon
from our hydroelectric dam.
It would never have been
built without your help
kind sir.
Take this carbon
halo and use it to
sanctify some
coal.

Fantastic, isn't it?

Marvellous!
Ingenious!

Of course, that's why
Western governments built the
carbon supermarket in the first
place. Now we can import our
carbon savings from the same
places as our air-freighted
tropical fruit.
Let's face it,
domestic carbon
savings are just not
a vote-winner.

Rubbish!
When you take fossil
fuels out of the ground
and burn them, you can't
“soak up” the C02 you
release by growing
trees!
Trees only store
carbon temporarily,
Until they die!
Of drought!
Caused
by climate
change!

You can't
trade one of
these things for
the other, because
they're not the
same!

Ah, but they
are here.

I mean,
where's the
money in promoting
alternatives to
car use?
You're not
going to catch
me getting on
my bike!

You're flogging some
really dodgy products here.
Carbon capture and
storage?

And we’re here to
help develop that
technology...

Sure it's
theoretically
possible to scrub the
CO2 out of a power
station chimney
and inject it
underground
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Ha ha!
Now see what
happens when
the system
goes into
reverse!

Because of
the recession, western
corporations’ emissions have
fallen. Now the money for
Majority world projects
dries up...

No, no,
I don’t need
any permits.

but it's
20 years
away from being
commercially
viable.

...By
building lots
more coal-fired
power stations
right now!

In the carbon
What’s this?
supermarket, any large-scale
Iron fertilization of
carbon savings in the Majority
the oceans to encourage
World are immediately offset by
plankton growth?
Western corporations torching
This stuff isn’t
These ideas
more fossil fuels.
even proven
would be great if you
to work!
were using them to
lower emissions,
but you're not.

...and they make
huge windfall
profits by selling
the permits from the
carbon they have
"saved".

I got spare
permits. Gimme
cash. Gimme
cash!

new
cement
factory.
yum yum.

Now our climate
change funds are
subsidising the
polluters!
These
Romans are
crazy!

here you go,
lots of lovely
lolly!

Actually, it's
even better than
that. The market
fluctuates, and the
price of carbon goes up
and down, so I can
bet against the
future price of
carbon...

Hey, you're
the broker in the
carbon market,
so
you make
commission
every time
someone
trades a
permit,
and whatever
happens to the
climate, you get
rich anyway.

...The whole
supermarket is just a
front for this...

no-one outside
Wall street knows what
derivatives are so they
can’t complain about
our crazy gambling
that destabilises the
world economy

smoke
and mirrors
girl.

I have to
get out of here!
I need some
fresh air!

...A derivatives market!
Trillions of dollars sloshing
around making a quick buck
by abstracting real world
decisions into financial
commodities.

Look!
There’s a whole
world out here that never
makes it into the carbon supermarket,
With people in like the adi tribe of
west siang. They could teach us a
thing or two about sustainability.
They’ve been living in harmony with
nature for thousands
of years.

this is
gonna make the
sub-prime housing
bubble look like
soap suds!

their lifestyle has
no value in the carbon
market. The adi don’t have a
corporate financial
backer.

But now look what we're up against. All the money, the power and the
influence is held by an unholy alliance of carbon traders, permit
holders, Third World 'developers' and government aides.
They'll fight to keep their rights to our atmosphere.
And there's no limit to the amount of carbon they’ll
burn, just so long as it looks good on
their till receipts.

Tackling climate
change means changing
the way we live, work and play.
But you can’t add up people’s
individual efforts and enter
them onto the carbon market
balance sheet.

Tackling climate
change means changing the
way we think. We’re stuck on
the idea that profits are more
important than people. We need to
see past that. That kind of thinking
got us into this mess.
it’s not going to get
us out of it.

In the carbon supermarket, it's business as usual.

www.carbontradewatch.org
www.cartoonkate.co.uk
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